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Coach’s Corner: Don Cherry, hockey and the creation of English 
Canadian identity in the 20th century 
	  

Hockey has become an integral aspect of Canadian identity. In fact, in his book 
National Dreams: Myth, Memory, and Canadian History, Daniel Francis even suggests that 
hockey has become an important social institution in Canada, placing it in the same 
category as the social safety net and universal health care. However, is hockey actually 
a representative symbol of the entire population of Canada, as it is portrayed to be? 
This article will examine the role that hockey plays in the Canadian identity. It will 
argue that, while hockey is representative of part of the Canadian population, a large 
portion of the population is excluded from the narrative of hockey. Hockey, as 
Francis suggests, has become a myth of Canada, as it has emerged from history as an 
important story used to explain Canada’.  
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For many years, Don Cherry has been the face of hockey in English Canada. Specifically, in his role 
as host of Coach’s Corner, a segment on the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation’s (CBC) program 
Hockey Night in Canada, Cherry has influence over millions of viewers, and has been able to use 
this power to create the identity of hockey and of Canada that he wants to. Hockey has become an 
integral aspect of Canadian identity, and specifically in the second half of the 20th Century, in part 
because of the televising of games. In his book National Dreams: Myth, Memory, and Canadian History, 
Daniel Francis even suggests that hockey has become an important social institution in Canada, 
placing it in the same category as the social safety net and universal health care; values that 
Canadians hold sacred (Francis, 10). Craig Hyatt and Julie Stevens would agree that hockey is an 
integral part of the Canadian identity, and as such, Canadians have become very protective of ‘their 
game’ (Hyatt and Stevens 26). As hockey has become so important to Canadian identity, it has also 
become a myth that is central to the identity of English Canada; a myth that English Canada uses to 
differentiate itself from French Canada and the US.  

As hockey is so central to the Canadian identity, one might assume that it would be representative of 
all Canadians; however, this is not the case. In this paper, I will argue that hockey is a critical, 
although exclusionary element of Canadian identity and this role has been nurtured and sustained by 
Don Cherry. Further, I will argue that Cherry uses the myth of hockey to push his ideal identity of 
Canada, through the influence he has over Canadian society. I will first discuss Francis’ idea of 
symbols and myths, and then examine the life of Don Cherry, the role of the CBC in Canada as a 
public broadcaster, and this history of Hockey Night in Canada and Coach’s Corner. Then, I will 
look at Cherry’s role in the development of hockey as a national symbol, and how he has used the 
power he has gained from hockey to force his preferred identity of Canada on the public, and how 
Cherry uses the myth of hockey to prevent change. Finally, I will discuss how this approach is 
exclusionary, and how hockey and Don Cherry are not representative of a fulsome Canadian 
identity.   

 

Imagining Canada 

Firstly, it is necessary to discuss Francis’ idea of myths and their role in the Canadian identity. 
According to Francis, cultural myths are “important images, stories, and legends which emerge from 
Canadian history” that play an important role in Canada’s contemporary identity (Francis 11). He 
does not suggest that myths are lies or misleading, but rather claims that they are conceptions of 
common truths that emerge from shared experiences to create a national identity (Francis 11). 
Essentially, according to Francis, a myth is a symbol that is not fully understood, and its meaning 
has evolved over time and has become integral part of the identity of Canada.   

Francis also argues that myths are frequently used to differentiate Canada from other nations, 
including distinguishing Canada from the United States (Francis 12). As the US, because of 
proximity and similarity, has such an influence on Canada, myths are created to differentiate Canada 
from other nations, specifically the US. He also suggests that myths are used by the elite to 
“reinforce the status quo and to reinforce their claims to privilege” (Francis 12).  
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Myths are used by those in power to push the identity that they want to impose, and are inherently 
exclusionary, but may not always appear as such.  

Finally, Francis discusses the purpose of myths in an age of anxiety. He claims that when a nation is 
undergoing significant change, myths serve to remind the nation of the “old way,” and that 
individuals hold on to these myths to help prevent change that they are uncomfortable with (Francis 
176). He maintains that myths are “echoes of the past, resonating in the present” (Francis 11). 
Essentially, he argues that myths are grounded in values of the past, and as such are used as a tool to 
prevent change, and to comfort individuals that may fear change. In his book, Francis discusses 
some of the core myths of Canada in his book, however hockey is not included in his discussion, but 
does meet his criteria. 

 

Coach’s Corner and Don Cherry 

As mentioned above, Don Cherry is a commentator on the CBC’s Coach’s Corner, which is a 
segment of their Saturday night broadcast ‘Hockey Night in Canada.’ Born in Kingston, Ontario, a 
small city located between Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa, he reportedly played one NHL game for 
the Boston Bruins, an NHL franchise located in Boston, Massachusetts, before returning to the 
American Hockey League (AHL) to play for one of their teams (Swift). However, between the two, 
Cherry was reportedly unemployed and had no job prospects, as he had little education and no 
marketable skills (Swift). After his AHL career was finished, Cherry took a job coaching the Boston 
Bruins for five seasons (Swift). Cherry begun appearing on the CBC in the NHL playoffs of 1980, 
and was hired full-time the season after as an analyst. Soon after, the CBC created Coach’s Corner as 
a venue for Cherry, as a coach, to comment on the first period of the game, and to discuss current 
league issues. Cherry is openly Christian, and has been an Anglican his entire life (Swift). 

In the 1960s, Hockey Night in Canada became the most popular show to be broadcast on the CBC, 
and has remained the most popular program ever since (Foster 86). Further, it has become an 
integral part of the Canadian identity, and has also become an integral part of the public 
broadcaster’s programming (Foster 86). Generally, the program is a live broadcast of two hockey 
games; one usually starting at 7PM eastern time, the other generally starting at 10PM. Further to 
that, Coach’s Corner, a segment of Hockey Night in Canada that airs during the first intermission of 
the first game of the broadcast, has become an integral aspect of Hockey Night in Canada. Coach’s 
Corner involves Cherry discussing hockey issues with co-host Ron Maclean, but has morphed into 
Cherry highlighting Canadian players, and complaining about changes in hockey and in society. 
These will be discussed in the later sections of this paper.  

The CBC, which Hockey Night in Canada and Coach’s Corner is broadcast on, was established by 
the Federal Government with the purpose of creating a uniquely ‘Canadian’ identity. According to 
the Broadcasting Act, the CBC’s content should “be predominantly and distinctively Canadian,” 
“actively contribute to the flow and exchange of cultural expression,” and “contribute to a shared 
national consciousness and identity” (Broadcasting Act). The act clearly sets out the CBC’s role in 
developing Canadian nationalism and a Canadian identity. The CBC’s purpose is to coach Canadian 
identity, and essentially prevent the encroachment of other identities into Canada. 
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Coaching Canadian identity from an elite position 

Prior to analyzing Cherry’s role in Canadian identity, it is first necessary to establish Cherry as an 
elite member of Canadian society. Cherry is a coach of Canadian identity and has been in this role 
for several decades, as he has been in a prominent position on the CBC for many years. He would 
clearly agree with Francis’ assertion about hockey being a Canadian social institution, and he sees 
himself as the leader of this institution. He has previously proclaimed: “I’m trying to keep this 
country together. I’m the f***ing glue that holds it together,” clearly demonstrating what he thinks 
his role in Canadian identity is and the importance he gives that role (Cormac and Cosgrave 95). 
Cherry believes that he, because of his position of power and authority, is responsible for unifying 
the nation. He knows that he has power and influence over many Canadians, and he understands 
that he has the ability to manipulate the Canadian public to get them to think the same way he does, 
or to get them to think how he wants them to think. 

Many Canadians appear to agree with Cherry’s assertion that he is the leader of ‘hockey’ in Canada, 
and an overall leader in Canadian society. He has consistently been ranked as one of the greatest 
Canadians of all time in public opinion polls and, in 2005, he was voted as Canada’s leading public 
intellectual in a National Post opinion poll (Elcombe 195). His influence on Canadians is well 
demonstrated through this polling, and these polls clearly illustrate Cherry’s status as a Canadian 
power figure. He not only hosts Coach’s Corner, but he also appears at many community events, 
including many minor hockey league games and events, and has become the public face of hockey in 
Canada; a role that he takes very seriously and that has given him significant influence over the 
public. 

With Cherry’s power and influence as an elite now established, I will proceed to demonstrate the 
ways in which Cherry uses this influence to craft the identity of Canada that he wants to. One of 
Cherry’s main prerogatives on Coach’s Corner has become highlighting the excellence of the 
English-speaking Canadian players in the NHL – the “good Canadian boys” (Allain 9). By using this 
rhetoric, Cherry is advancing the belief that English Canadian players are better at playing hockey 
than players of other backgrounds. While this is hard to prove true or false, the reality is that 
Canadian players compose approximately 52% of players in the NHL, meaning that 48% of players 
come from other nations (Hockey Night in Canada). The NHL is not solely composed of Canadian 
players, yet Cherry uses his influence to portray hockey as being a sport that only Canadians play, 
further distinguishing Canada from other nations.  

Further, because of his elite role, many Canadians believe that Cherry has become the enforcer of 
how Canadian hockey players are supposed to behave. Kristi Allain did a survey of online comments 
about hockey in Canada, some specifically about Sidney Crosby, current NHL superstar that was 
born and raised in Canada, and her results were compelling. One of the online commenters believed 
that if Crosby does not stop complaining and whining, he will “get a good talking to by Don 
(Cherry),” implying that Cherry is the enforcer of the Canadian identity and values, and is essentially 
the coach of all Canadian hockey players (Allain 15). Cherry has previously agreed that he has 
specifically tried to shape Sidney Crosby into a Canadian “masculine” player, to become a “model” 
of Canada (Allain 15). Cherry has a specific view of Canadian hockey players, and the public has 
started to buy into this view.   
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Further, he uses Coach’s Corner to distinguish the abilities and toughness of English Canadian 
players from other players. Specifically, he has made many derogatory remarks about French 
Canadians and Europeans wearing protective visors, claiming that they have a lack of respect for the 
game, and that they are somehow weaker because they have chosen to wear a visor to protect their 
eyes (CBC News). He has also, on many occasions, purposely mispronounced “foreign-sounding” 
names to seemingly mock those who are different than he is (Rush). Comments like these frequently 
get him in trouble, and they clearly go beyond the discussion of hockey, but do not appear to have 
any lasting impact on Cherry’s elite position. Not only does Cherry make negative remarks about the 
abilities of non English Speaking players, he frequently attacks them purposely, pointing out their 
‘differences.’  

In addition to his concerns about the current state of hockey, Cherry uses the airtime to voice his 
concerns about the current state of Canada. What was once a television segment on hockey has 
become a medium for Cherry to grieve about issues with Canadian society, and make his views 
known to all Canadians. These views, however, do not only include his opinions on hockey. He 
frequently reminisces of the past of what hockey and Canada in general used to be like (Elcombe 
200). This also directly relates to Francis’ conception of a myth. He argues that myths are “echoes of 
the past, resonating in the present (Francis 11). On Coach’s Corner, Don Cherry frequently makes 
nostalgic comments about Canada’s past, and advocates for historic values to be brought back.  

Cherry frequently uses the myth of hockey to prevent change in Canadian society. As previously 
mentioned, Cherry is firmly grounded in the past. He frequently reminisces about the way hockey 
used to be and also remembers the way Canada used to be. He is concerned that “immigrants, 
queers and liberal media types” have stolen his game from him, and that they are now in the process 
of stealing his country from him as well (Hudson 70). Cherry frequently reminisces about the good 
old days of hockey and of Canada, and frequently uses his show to remind his viewers of what 
hockey and Canada used to be like (Elcombe 200). Coach’s Corner, a show that, as previously 
mentioned, is supposed to be hockey commentary from a previous hockey coach, has become 
Cherry’s outlet for voicing his concerns and for uniting Canadians to protect their cherished game 
and country.  

Overall, because hockey is a myth of Canada, Cherry, as a leader of that myth, has gained significant 
power and influence over the Canadian population, and is able to exploit that influence to create the 
identity of Canada that he wants. This identity excludes many Canadians, and insults many more, yet 
Cherry remains in his elite role. It has been established that hockey is a myth that does not represent 
all Canadians, and there are significant consequences to this, which will be discussed in the next 
section of the paper. 

 

Consequences of coaching from the ice: Cherry’s (negative) influence 

Cherry has become coach of Canadian identity because of his power from the myth of hockey, but 
this identity coaching is not without consequence. While hockey is a sport that is beloved by many, it 
is also very exclusionary. Francis claims that many people are marginalized or excluded by the myths 
of Canada, both presently and historically (Francis 12).  
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Such is the case with hockey, and specifically with Don Cherry’s rhetoric surrounding his thoughts 
on players in the NHL. Cherry supports and praises Canadian players for their skill and contribution 
to the game, and he frequently makes derogatory comments about the participation of minorities in 
the league. He also frequently makes negative comments about French Canadians in the NHL, and 
has made many polarizing comments about the French language in Canada.  

Richard Knowles argues that Coach’s Corner has evolved over its years on the air. He claims that it 
started out as a segment where a previous NHL coach analyzed NHL plays and current league 
controversies, but that over time the program has developed into a venue for Cherry to give 
“ordinary, English-speaking, working-class Canadians” a voice for their concerns, like immigration, 
French-speaking Canadians and feminism (Knowles 124-5). However, this voice excludes many 
Canadians, yet the program is broadcast on the CBC; Canada’s largest public broadcaster, which is 
supposed to foster an identity of Canada that is inclusive of all Canadians. 

Further, Knowles goes on to argue that because of these controversies, Coach’s Corner is now 
watched independently of the actual hockey games and that it could be on its way to becoming a 
Canadian symbol that is somewhat separate of the actual game of hockey (Knowles 124). Given the 
focus of his comments, people are so interested in what Cherry might say that they tune into 
Coach’s Corner to listen to him speak, but not actually watch the rest of the hockey game. Again, 
the CBC is a public broadcaster and thus a state entity, and is being used by Cherry to reinforce his 
conception of Canada. Essentially, the state is actually enabling Cherry to push his ideal 
(exclusionary) Canadian identity on the public.  

Additionally, Tim Elcombe claims that hockey has never been popular amongst most women and 
ethnic minorities in Canada, and that hockey seems to be slowly losing popularity with those who do 
support it (Elcombe 212). English Canada is composed of many minority groups that, as Elcombe 
describes, are mostly not interested in hockey. Women, which compose over 50% of the population 
also do not show that much interest in the game. However, the game remains very popular and 
remains a part of the Canadian identity. With hockey being so important to the Canadian identity, 
one might assume that it would encompass values of all Canadians. However, this could not be 
further from case with regards to the myth of hockey, however it continues to forge a Canadian 
identity. This yet again demonstrates the exclusionary nature of the myth of hockey. While, on the 
surface it appears that the hockey community accepts all Canadians, the reality is quite the opposite.  

Interestingly, Cherry has argued against the spending of taxpayer money to fund events that do not 
represent the whole Canadian identity. For example, he has argued against the Alberta Francophone 
Games, claiming that English-speaking people are left out of this event and because of that, it 
should not receive government funding (Denis and Dallaire). The reality is that the Federal 
Government only contributed $10,000 to this event; a very small amount of money compared to the 
millions given to Cherry’s employer, the CBC, each year (Denis and Dallaire). Cherry problematizes 
government-funded activities that only represent a small portion of the population, yet uses his role 
on the CBC to do just that. This demonstrates that Cherry is unaware that he, his show and his sport 
are exclusionary; yet receive state funding to do so.   
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However, Cherry’s influence goes much further. It has even been argued that his comments about 
the skills of hockey players have begun to cause contract discrimination in the NHL. Specifically, it 
is argued that when drafted, European and French-speaking players, on average, receive offers that 
are lower than statistically comparable English-speaking players, and this has been attributed directly 
to Cherry’s negative comments about minority hockey players (Lavoie 398). Essentially, if an English 
speaking Canadian player and a European player of the same age, of the same ability and with the 
same experience, research demonstrates that the European player would receive a lower salary offer 
than the Canadian player. This phenomenon has been referred to as the “Don Cherry Effect” 
because of the effect that Cherry’s opinions have on the game (Lavoie 398). While it is not 
completely attributable to his comments, Cherry is partially blamed for the pay gap that exists 
between English Canadian players and other players.  

The fact that this gap in pay appears to exist demonstrates that the managers of the teams believe 
that English-speaking players, and specifically English-speaking Canadian players, are more skilled 
and therefore more valuable than other players in the league. It would be difficult to figure out if 
they are actually more skilled, but the reality is that there are skilled players coming from every 
nation, not just from English-speaking Canada. While it is difficult to attribute these attitudes, at 
least fully, to Cherry’s comments, the fact that English-speaking players receive higher salaries, even 
though they are not necessarily better at playing hockey, demonstrates that people other than just 
Cherry are buying into the idea that English-speaking, and specifically English-speaking Canadian 
players, are better than other players in the league.  

 

Conclusion 

Hockey has become an integral part of the Canadian identity, and as demonstrated through the 
evidence presented, hockey has become a major myth of Canadian identity. Through his role as the 
leader of hockey in Canada, Cherry has become a coach of the Canadian identity; a position that 
gives him power to shape Canada into what he wants. All Canadians, regardless of whether they like 
or dislike hockey, unite over the game as a national symbol. Francis’ theory of the myths of Canada 
can help explain why hockey has become so important in Canada, and can also explain why Don 
Cherry remains so popular. Hockey meets all of Francis’ criteria of myths, and understanding hockey 
as a myth whose leader is Don Cherry can help to understand the influence hockey has on Canadian 
society.  

Despite it unpopularity amongst many Canadians, hockey continues to remain a cherished sport by 
many in Canada. Further, despite his unpopularity amongst many, Don Cherry remains a Canadian 
icon, and an elite cultural figure in Canada, and is likely to remain so for as long as hockey remains a 
myth of Canada. What appears on the surface to be a national symbol is actually a polarizing game 
that excludes many groups and disadvantages many other groups, yet it continues to unite 
Canadians. Understanding hockey as a myth helps to conceptualize the power of Don Cherry in 
Canadian society, and can help to explain why he remains in this power. In the conclusion of his 
book, Francis suggests that English Canada needs “new narratives for understanding itself,” because 
of problems, such as exclusion, from Canada’s current myths (Francis 176). Hockey’s role in the 
Canadian identity is very problematic, and is not representative of a collective Canada.  
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